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1.0 SCOPE
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PERSONAL CP/M has been designed to test CPU components
with regards to CP/M operation.
This beta test version
will simply load or not load, with a non-loading occurrance
indicating a defect in the components of the ADAM system
being tested. The only functional SmartKEY command is DIR.
To test operation under the CP/M operator included in
PERSONAL CP/M, type TYPE SC. HLP followed by the RETURN key.
Loading of the .DOC file for the SUPERCALC program
(not included on this beta v ersion) will follow. Should
the software load, complete with SmartKEY labels,
execution of the DIR command work, and reading of the
SC.HLP file be achieved, the ADAM system is fully
operational.
2.0 EQUIPMENT NEEDED
2.1 ADAH (R59 - R80) [ei ther 80K or w/64K expander]
2.2 Monitor or Television
3.0 TESTING
3.1 Turn on the ADAM.
3.2 Place the test software in drive #1 (either data
drive or disk drive).
3.3 Pull the COMPUTER RESET SWITCH.
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3.5 When a dire9tory is achieved, type the following
line: TY',PE SC.HLP
This will ca,~se r .'e ading .. of the 'S,c'.ru:.;'P .nQC ').£:ile.
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ab9ve proceed smoothly, the ADAM

sYi?t.em b;~:fns tested 15 operational.
However, if
'problel!l s~~'-occur in the proces s (such as lack of

loading 9t"' the PERSONAL CP/M program, lack of
executio~ ~£ the DIR comman~, or la6k of i~ading
of theSC:HLP file), the ADAM CPU is damaged and
It/ill need "repaired. '

3.7 When finished, remove media from drive and power down
ADl~M, fo.llowed by disk drives (if in use), and monitor
or television.

